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Massive protest on the streets in the Czech Republic.
Peter Imanuelsen
Sep 4

A large number of people gathered on the streets of Prague today to protests primarily
against soaring energy prices, but also against the European Union, NATO and EU
climate change plans. Protesters also wanted the country to be neutral militarily.
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Some of the groups at the demonstration include the populist Freedom and Direct
Democracy party and the Communist party.
”The aim of our demonstration is to demand change, mainly in solving the issue of
energy prices, especially electricity and gas, which will destroy our economy this
autumn” said Jiri Havel, co-organizer of the event.
The police estimate that the number of protesters were around 70 000 and they say
that the protest was peaceful.
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In Prague in 100,000 people for freedom. They require direct gas
supplies from Russia and food and energy guarantees for the Czech
Republic. They hold the EU solely responsible for the European
economic disaster and the rise in energy bills.
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BREAKING: Massive demonstration in Prague in the Czech Republic
against the government, soaring prices and the energy crisis.
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Protesters threaten strike and coercive action if government doesn't
resign by September 25
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The protesters also demanded the resignation of the current coalition government led
by the conservative Prime Minister Petr Fiala.
Not unsurprisingly, the government accused the protesters of being ”pro-Russian” and
that they did not have the country’s best interests at heart, all though the group that
organized the protests is called ”Czech Republic First”.
”The protests in Wenceslas Square was called by forces that are pro-Russian, are
close to extreme positions and are against the interests of the Czech Republic” said
Prime Minister Petr Fiala.
This protest has gotten some traction in the media, but just like with the massive
protests against covid passports last year, it isn’t being covered very much.
Europe is facing a winter with soaring electricity costs. In Norway, we recently had a
peak at almost $1 per kwh.
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Electricity prices in Norway are set to reach around $1 per kwh.
At these prices it would cost $100 to fully charge a Tesla.
In other words it is cheaper to fill up a tank of petrol, even with these
crazy petrol prices.
So what is the point of an electric car?
August 28th 2022
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Things have gotten so bad that in Germany there is already energy rationing, with
people getting their hot showers and indoor temperatures limited.
The Freedom Corner with PeterSweden

Energy rationing has arrived in Germany...

Remember when I warned you months ago that climate lockdowns were
coming? Well, we are not exactly there yet, but we are getting energy
rationing in Europe now! Besides, in the Netherlands the government is
planning on forcing farmers to sell their farms to the state to meet climate
goals. Were have we heard about that kind of thing before...Oh yes, und…
Read more
2 months ago · 87 likes · 21 comments · Peter Imanuelsen

With the way things are looking, many small businesses risk going out of business
because of the insane electricity prices, and winter isn’t even here yet.
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Of course, large corporations will be able to pay these prices, it will be the small
businesses that will suffer because of this energy crisis.
And now people in the Czech Republic have taken to the streets to protest. It seems
like we are seeing more and more protests in Europe lately, from the farmers protest in
the Netherlands that spread to Germany and Belgium, and now these protests in
Czechia.
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Well Europe kik out Klaus WEF he is the head of the snake plus Soros
The big BEAR 🐻 RUSSIA is flexing its muscle
Good people need to push back before you
We all freeze and starve. Which seems to be
The goal of the deep state that wants to crush
It’s citizens into accepting the WEF NWO
That is playing fuckery with the world.
USA is fighting a proxy war against Russia
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